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It was first published in the weekly serialized manga format, in . The manga is aimed at girls. Plot Summary The story is set in
Seoul. A high school where the students are rich, and the teachers are lower-class. This is a love story about Jan-di and the F4.

The story can be best described as. High school girl, Jan-di, has two goals: to become the top of the school and to make her
school classmates like her. Despite her circumstances, she stands her ground when faced with bullies, confesses her true feelings

to her boyfriend, and gets accepted into F4 (the four wealthiest and most spoiled male students at a school for the rich and
powerful). She soon learns that F4, the four members of the school's most ruthless clique, are actually popular and brilliant

young men. The typical plot focuses on girl's love being torn between an arrogant and violent guy and an inspiring and ambitious
guy. Cast Main Cast Kim Hyun-joong as Jun Pyo Jun Pyo (Yun Jae-jin) is the president of F4. He is the coolest, wealthiest and
attractive boy in school. Jun Pyo always talks about himself and how he's the best at everything. It is later revealed that he has a

possessive sister who doesn't like Jan-di. He likes to control things and he is very rude. Jun Pyo is the typical rich boy who is
arrogant and cold towards others. His first interaction with Jan-di is when Jun Pyo believes she has assaulted him, he is obsessed
with her and he wants to punish her for this. Jun Pyo's rival is Yun Jae-il, who is also the class president and the president of F1.
They are both hated by Jan-di, because of their play-boy image and Jun Pyo does not like the fact that she likes Jae-il. Jun Pyo
has many disagreements with Jae-il because of his bad temper and assertiveness, Jun Pyo is manipulative and sly, but he does

not use this to get ahead, in the end it was Jun Pyo's doing who won the transfer of the house and position as F4's president. Lee
Min-ho as Chae Jun Pyo Jun Pyo's arrogant, handsome, clever and cunning older brother. He's the class president of F2 and Jun

Pyo's best friend. His
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